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Self-assembled ErAs islands in GaAs for optical-heterodyne
THz generation
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We report photomixer devices fabricated on a material consisting of self-assembled ErAs islands in
GaAs, which is grown by molecular beam epitaxy. The devices perform comparably and provide an
alternative to those made from low-temperature-grown GaAs. The photomixer’s frequency response
demonstrates that the material is a photoconductor with subpicosecond response time, in agreement
with time-resolved differential reflectance measurements. The material also provides the other
needed properties such as high photocarrier mobility and high breakdown field, which exceeds 2
3105 V/cm. The maximum output power before device failure at frequencies of 1 THz was of order
0.1 mW. This material has the potential to allow engineering of key photomixer properties such as
the response time and dark resistance. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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A promising approach for the generation of submillim
ter ~THz! waves is optical-heterodyne conversion, or pho
mixing, by photoconductive materials with response times
the picosecond~ps! range.1 The response time is a crucia
parameter for device design and performance, and engin
ing control over this time is desirable. Brownet al.2 demon-
strated photomixer devices based on low-temperature-gr
~LTG! GaAs, which is the most widely used ultrafa
photoconductor.3–5

Here we report on the performance of photomixers m
from an alternative material consisting of layers of ErAs
lands separated by GaAs, as shown schematically in par~a!
of Fig. 1. The use of this material was motivated by t
recent finding that carrier trapping in GaAs:ErAs occurs o
subps time scale, similar to LTG GaAs.6 We believe that this
material is particularly promising because one can engin
its microstructure, which in turn controls the electronic pro
erties. The superlattice period, for example, controls the
rier trapping time.6 With molecular beam epitaxy~MBE! it is
straightforward to control this period and hence to achiev
desired carrier trapping time. Other properties that stron
depend on the microstructure are the dark resistance an
thermal conductivity.

The material used for the photomixer devices in t
present work is grown by MBE on a semi-insulating~100!
GaAs substrate. 60 periods of 1.2 monolayers of ErAs
20 nm of GaAs are deposited on the substrate at a temp
ture of 535 °C, resulting in a 1.2mm thick film. The material
is nominally identical to one of the samples discussed
Kadow et al.,6 who also present details of the MBE growt
The response time measured by time-resolved differen
optical reflectance for this material is 120 fs. The island
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ameters are between 1 and 2 nm, and the density is a
731012cm22.

Interdigitated electrodes with a finger width of 0.2mm
and a finger spacing of 1.8mm were fabricated on the mate
rial surface. These electrodes are located at the vertex
planar self-complementary log-spiral antenna. The interd
tated electrodes and the inner part of the spiral antenna
defined by electron beam lithography, the outer part of
spiral antenna by optical lithography. The metalization co
sists of 140 nm of gold on 40 nm of titanium. One of th
devices is shown in part~b! of Fig. 1. We tested five device
from the same wafer. There is little scatter among the d
from different devices.

The experimental setup is schematically shown in Fig

il:
FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic cross section of the samples showing the superla
structure.~b! Top view of the metalization of the photomixer device. Show
are the interdigitated electrodes at the vertex of the spiral antenna.
0 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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Two single-frequency diode lasers operating near 850 nm
used. The first is a grating-tuned external cavity laser,
second is a nearly fixed wavelength distributed Bragg refl
tor ~DBR! laser locked to an external cavity. Both lasers em
approximately 30 mW. The light from both laser diodes
coupled into individual single-mode optical fibers and co
bined in a 50–50 fiber coupler. Half of the power is coupl
into a wave meter where the difference frequencyf is deter-
mined. The other half is outcoupled and amplified in an 8
nm tapered semiconductor optical amplifier. The maxim
available power after amplification is 500 mW. This signal
focused onto the interdigitated finger region of the pho
mixer devices. The focused spot is measured to be 6mm in
diameter. We apply a dc biasUDC to the interdigitated fin-
gers and measure the dc photocurrentI DC. The submillime-
ter waves are predominantly emitted through the subst
and subsequently collimated with a hyperhemispherica
lens. The output power is directed onto a Si bolome
which is operated at liquid He temperature. We denote
detected power asPout. The units are the rms voltage on th
detector. From thermal blackbody calibrations, 650 mV r
corresponds to a power level of approximately 100 nW.

In the dark, the current–voltage (I –V) characteristic of
the devices is linear for biases below 2 V. At higher bias
current increases superlinearly. The dark resistance in
linear region is 5 MV. In the nonlinear region the data follow
a power law with exponent 1.6. We expect the conductiv
of the material to be strongly anisotropic due to its laye
nature. We are currently not in a position to explain t
details of the transport from a microscopic point of vie
The exact behavior of the metal contacts is another unkn
in these devices. Schmidtet al.7,8 performed transport mea
surements on similar samples with ohmic contacts to
ErAs containing layers to investigate the in-plane compon
of the dark conductivity. They find that the transport is th
mally activated and strongly dependent on growth con
tions. Different growth temperatures, for example, result
changes of several orders of magnitude in the sheet re
tance. This can be understood in qualitative terms if the
plane transport is dominated by hopping between the E
islands, resulting in a strong dependence on island sep
tion. From theI –V measurements we also know that t
breakdown field exceeds 23105 V/cm.

FIG. 2. Experimental photomixer test setup. Difference frequencies of o
10 THz are possible with this system at a maximum power level of 500 m
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Figure 3 shows the dc photocurrentI DC and the THz
output powerPout at a frequencyf of 0.9 THz as a function
of bias UDC. I DC increases superlinearly ifUDC is smaller
than 25 V, following a power law dependence with an exp
nent of approximately 1.7. Within our experimental erro
this is the same exponent as for the dark currrent. The c
duction mechanisms for dark and photocurrent are, howe
not necessarily identical. At higher bias (UDC.25 V) the dc
photocurrent saturates. The output powerPout increases in a
monotonic fashion with applied bias. In an intermediate b
regime it appears to follow a power law dependence with
exponent around 3.0. At high bias, roughly at values lar
than 25 V, the output power saturates. Similar behavio
seen for devices made from LTG GaAs. SuperlinearI –V
characteristics have been described by Brownet al.9 One
explanation for the superlinearI –V curve involves space
charge limited currents.9 Another possible explanation is a
electric field dependent carrier lifetimet as observed by
Zamdmeret al. in LTG GaAs.10 Saturation of the photocur
rent has not been observed in LTG GaAs. The reason for
saturation behavior reported in this letter is not understo
Saturation of the output power has been observed
Jackson11 at similar THz frequencies. Under illumination th
dc photocurrent increases linearly with the optical power.
30 V bias the slope is 731023 A/W, which corresponds to
an external quantum efficiency of 1%. A small extern
quantum efficiency is expected from the short carrier li
time. The value is similar to those measured on LTG GaA11

Some improvement of the external quantum efficiency co
be achieved by incorporating an antireflection coating and
either increasing the thickness of the absorbing layer or
corporation of a DBR beneath the active region.11

The output powerPout is expected to increase quadra
cally with optical power for heterodyne mixing. Fitting th
data withPout5APlaser

2 yields A5831026 at f 5946 GHz.
When fitted with a power law, a slightly better fit is achieve
with an exponent of 1.8. Figure 4 shows the frequency
sponse from one device biased at 30 V for two different la
powers. The lower laser power of 50 mW results in a
photocurrent of 340mA, while the higher laser power of 90
mW leads to a dc photocurrent of 680mA. A frequency
corner can clearly be seen around 1.7 THz in the data.
lower frequencies the power decreases by 3 dB/octave, b
higher frequencies the power decays by roughly 15 d

er
.

FIG. 3. PhotocurrentI DC and output powerPout as a function of dc biasUDC

for one of the devices investigated. The laser power is 50 mW and
difference frequency is 900 GHz.
IP license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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octave. The latter number is only an estimate because
decay could only be observed over one octave as the po
levels approach the thermal background. These two slo
are indicated in Fig. 4.

Brown et al. introduced a model for the frequency r
sponse of this type of device.12 The model contains two cor
ner frequenciesf 1 and f 2 . f 1 is due to theRC time constant
of the electrical circuit (f 151/2pRC), and f 2 originates
from the carrier lifetime in the photoconductor (f 2

51/2pt). The frequency dependence of our devices can
fit with this model if we assume the following: First, that th
two frequenciesf 1 and f 2 are equal (t5RC) resulting in the
corner at 1.7 THz and second, the existence of an additi
decay with 1/f throughout the frequency range investigate
This modifies the reduced form of Eq.~9! in Ref. 12 to

Pf5
P0

f •@11~2pt• f !2#2
.

The corner at 1.7 THz gives a carrier lifetime of 100
which is in good agreement with the 120 fs measured
pump–probe techniques.6 The radiation resistance of the a
tenna structure is 72V. This yields a capacitance of 1.3 f
for the observed corner, close to the capacitance of 1.6
expected from calculations. The origin of the additional 1f
rolloff is currently not understood. It may be related to t
fact that the pump–probe data from nominally identic
samples do not show a simple exponential decay,6 but con-
tain a secondary decay, which indicates that a fraction of
carriers need longer than 120 fs to relax to their origi
state. These carriers may degrade the frequency respons
lead to the 1/f decay.

FIG. 4. Frequency response of one photomixer device biased at 30 V
two different laser powers. Circular symbols are forPlaser590 mW, trian-
gular symbols are forPlaser550 mW.
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The maximum output power of the tested devices w
limited by device failure as in the case for photomixers ma
from LTG GaAs. Each of the five tested devices was driv
toward failure by increasing the laser power while keep
dc bias and frequency constant. The dc bias ranged betw
25 and 30 V, and the frequenciesf were between 0.9 and 1
THz. In order to compare the results, we scale the out
power with the known frequency response to 1 THz. At
THz the average maximum output power was 85 nW, wit
minimum of 55 nW and a maximum of 106 nW. The las
power at failure was roughly 100 mW, the dc photocurre
between 0.6 and 0.7 mA, and the dissipated ohmic po
about 17 mW.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that self-assem
ErAs islands in GaAs can be used to fabricate photomi
devices. The photomixer’s frequency response demonstr
that the material is a photoconductor with subpicosecond
sponse time, in agreement with time resolved differential
flectance measurements. It also provides the other nee
properties such as high photocarrier mobility and high bre
down field. The breakdown field exceeds 23105 V/cm. The
maximum output power before device failure at frequenc
of 1 THz was of order 0.1mW. The ability to reliably engi-
neer important properties of the ErAs based material,
example the response time and the dark resistance, sh
result in devices with improved performance.

This research was supported by Jet Propulsion Lab un
Contract No. 960776.
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